Cotton Candy Machine Instructions
Requirements:
Machine must be operated on a level surface.
Machine must be properly grounded to prevent electric shock
Do not plug into a low voltage extension cord.
Requires 15 amps
Our Machines are designed to be operated with Floss Sugar. If you use your own sugar mix, we
cannot guarantee the results.
Set machine on level surface.
Pull handle forward or turn screws on top side of machine to “unlock” spinner head
Install Floss Stabilizer with included clips to cotton candy pan.
Place pan on top of machine with spinner head going through the hole on the pan.
Air space is required between the pan and stabilizer for proper operation.
Must return stabilizing mesh and clips.
***Make sure handle is all the way down with floss head “unlocked” before you turn on the
power or screws on side are turned to open. This unlocks the spinner head to allow it to spin
properly. Not unlocking the spinner head will result in damage to the machine.
Improper use of the machine could result in additional fees. ***
Add Floss Sugar to the floss head. Do NOT overfill - no more than 90% full
Turn on Power Switch
Turn on Motor/Candy Switch
The head will start to turn and heat up. After about 45 seconds, the machine will start to make
cotton candy. Use a cotton candy cone to spin sugar onto the cone. When the spinner head
becomes low on sugar, turn off Motor/Candy Switch. This will start the cooling cycle on the
machine: the head will stop spinning once it’s cooled down.
When the spinner head is stopped, re-fill with sugar, turn on Motor/Candy switch to make more
cotton candy. Or if you are finished making cotton candy, let spinner head come to a complete
stop after cooling and turn off Power switch.
Returning your Machine:
Wipe out pan and clean off cotton candy residue from mesh and clips.
Do not attempt to clean out the stabilizer head or get machine close to water.
Return Cotton Candy machine, pan, stabilizer and clips.
Do not transport machine on its head or side. Keep handle or screws on side tightened during
transport.
Contact Art Pancake’s Party and Wedding Rentals for questions or if you experience any
problems with your machine rental.
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